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Exsiting Implementaion System

 Developers, property owners, and private businesses propose the designation of a TIF district to assist them with 
redevelopment plans and projects on a specific site. These private interests may have identified a vacant parcel, 
deteriorated building, or underutilized area that, if developed, would yield needed property tax revenues. Municipalities 
often prefer to initiate TIF districts based on a developer’s solicitation of funding because it reflects the developer’s 
willingness and interest in investing in the area.

 Most states require that the project area meet both a “blight” and a “but for” requirement. Blight may be construed in 
many different ways, although most definitions harken back to the heyday of urban renewal in the 1960s and 1970s 
in defining this condition as one that threatens public safety, health, morals, or welfare. A blighted area is typically
 one where the built environment is older, deteriorated, depreciated, excessively vacant or abandoned, overcrowded,
 or sparsely developed compared to the rest of the municipality. Evidence to support the blight and but for 
determinations may be required in an “eligibility study" that is drafted either by municipal planners or by outside 
consultants retained by the municipality

 TIF redevelopment plans vary across municipalities. In general, the initial TIF redevelopment plan provides 
planners with loose guidelines for financing specific development and infrastructure projects. In some 
municipalities, they are formalities. In Illinois, for example, some plans are vague and open-ended “wish lists” 
of projects that they would like to see funded with increment. Many municipalities, particularly smaller ones, 
lack comprehensive plans. In such cases, TIF plans may be required to conform to any existing zoning c
odes and regulations.

 Overlapping jurisdictions may be county governments, school districts, library districts, or other special 
purpose districts with jurisdiction over property in the TIF. In certain parts of the city of Chicago, for example, 
up to fifteen overlapping districts are affected by TIF, including the Chicago Board of Education, the Chicago 
Park District, Community College District, Mosquito Abatement District, Chicago Transit Authority, Urban 
Transportation District, Forest Preserve District, The Metropolitan Sanitary District of Greater Chicago, the 
Cook County Health and Hospital Governing Commission, and Cook County. These taxing bodies must wait 
until the end of the life of the TIF district to levy taxes on the growth in the tax base.

 TIF revenues can be used for infrastructure and other public improvements (including improvements to schools,
 parks, and other public buildings), or the funds can also be used to subsidize private residential, commercial, 
industrial, and mixed-use development. These priorities are laid out in a redevelopment plan, which outlines the 
priorities for the TIF district, estimates a budget for the improvements, and is approved as part of the designation process.

 Planning expenses, such as studies and surveys, legal and consulting fees, accounting, and engineering
 Property acquisition, demolition, site preparation and environmental site improvements
 Rehabilitation, construction, repair and remodeling of existing buildings
 Construction of public works and improvements
 Job training implemented by businesses located in the redevelopment project area
 Project financing
 Tenant relocation
 Payments in lieu of taxes
 Reimbursements to school districts for increased costs caused by TIF assisted housing projects
 Construction of new housing units for low income households

 TIF increments are essentially committed before they are generated. In other words, although developers 
and the public sector require the funds immediately, it is the future stream of expected increments that are
assigned to subsidize projects. As most projects require an infusion of public capital early on in the life of the 
TIF, municipalities draw on three “front-funding” methods for TIF projects. These are:

  Pay-as-you-go
  Bond financing
Short-term tax anticipation notes



       “Blight” - These are layers of data 
     that have a negative effect on their 
  neighborhood by weighthing them against 
eachother I can deduse a metric to locate areas
of need.

“But-for”- A area that is atempting to        
qualify to become a TIF must also contain     

some valuble assets to provide evidence that   
investing in the area will be effective 

the relationship between these positive attributes
and the negatives is most similar to supply and 

demand

Disambiguation - Possible the        
least explicit step in the TIF process is     

the iplimentation process. This new proposed   
system defines a set of componets or typologies

to establish in a TIF district. These typologies will
be detwermined by an evaluation of the

opportunites and problems in a given area.
       

Problems

Proposed “Feedback Loop” System

Opportunities

Typologies

Quantifiable inputs
overlaping jurisdictions and incentive zones  

Parks and other recreational areas   
Historical districts     

points of interest        
schools and other public entities            
proposed devlelopment areas              

ample public transportation                    

Quantifiable inputs
 Vacancy status
  Building condition
    Low income areas
      Low Accessed Value
       Crime data
           Poor Infastructure
                Lack of new development
                      Lack of commercial zoning
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Possible Typlologies
Urban agriculture 

new industry distric  
afforable / subsidized housing    

new recreational areas / parks        
water / air remidation sites          

localized utilities             
new or improved infrastructure                  



Relationship between zones and project typologies


